
3 STEPS TO PROFITABLE REGULAR CUSTOMERS

Welcome… 

… to the Urban Hotbed success check for mobile vouchers in everyday business!

Even back in 2012 in sunny California, when Apple first presented its digital “passes” for the iPhone as the 
standard for vouchers, tickets, and membership cards, global interest in the concept of a digital wallet was 
at least as great as the disillusionment that followed in the harsh reality of everyday operations:

Companies who wanted to offer their customers the extolled benefits (stress-free on the go, less paper-
work, impossible to lose…) found that the technical requirements were far too complex to allow rapid adop-
tion in the service and retail sectors.

Despite these teething troubles, Apple’s mobile passes have proved their worth millions of times over at a 
global level and even on the most diverse of mobile platforms, especially when it comes to public transport 
and loyalty cards: For frequent travellers and commuters, it’s the ticket format of choice.

PLAYING IT “BIG” AS A SMALL OR MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESS

At Urban Hotbed, we’ve burnt the midnight oil on many an occasion so we can offer you the full range of 
pass functionality – for years the reserve of major corporations – in the form of an uncomplicated, scalable 
service which you can add to your marketing mix as and when you need it:

You only pay for what you really need, while sparing yourself all the technical paraphernalia…

To help you get the very most from your individual pass campaign, the next few pages provide an overview 
of the parameters which, in our experience, are key to successful implementation.

We wish you every success with your first pass campaign !!

How high-revenue mobile vouchers set themselves apart  
from all the thousands of others

https://urbanhotbed.eu/


1. PREPARATION

With millions of mobile vouchers in use every day worldwide, this versatile medium has long ceased to be a 
sure-fire winner. It requires just as much detailed planning and measurement of performance as you would 
devote to any other marketing activity.

WHO’S YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE ?

What’s important here is that you do more than just define a general demographic (such as “all passers-by 
aged 8 to 88 – no really, not kidding!”). You need to specifically describe at least 2-3 example personas, 
with their respective preferences and life situation, as well as a scenario in which each of them would really 
benefit from the advantages of a mobile voucher.

This is crucial not only for designing your pass, but also for selecting the advertised product or offer. If, at 
this point, you don’t pay enough attention to the individual requirements of a particular type of customer, 
they, in turn, will discern just as little difference between your offer and that of one of your competitors - 
robbing your campaign of the cut-through it requires.

The more precisely you define how it’s used, the greater the success of the voucher. 

When exactly does the mobile voucher become valid and for how long ?  Are there “low-tech” customers 
who might be better off with a printed version ?

Are you sure the user can find the place where they redeem the voucher ?  Or would you rather link the 
voucher to an online map ?  How about a hotline just in case ?

2. DISTRIBUTION

This is the easy part: Based on your defined target audience (see 
above), you decide whether you’d rather send voucher files to se-
lected customers by e-mail; offer Apple passes for download via your 
Facebook profile or online shop; or allow customers who visit your 
shop to simply download a pass directly onto their mobile phone, for 
example, using a barcode (see example on the right).

We’d of course be happy to advise you on all aspects of voucher 
marketing and can provide additional infrastructure for this, should 
you need it.
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PRODUCT VOUCHERS

Invest in high-end design
Admission tickets and membership cards are popular cash-flow boosters, but they often require a 
significant outlay on the part of the customer before they’re issued.

Show respect for this trust customers place in you by making sure the design of your pass reflects the 
value of the product.

Nothing breeds doubt in a newly purchased product as quickly as a shoddy first impression when it’s 
unpacked. Every euro you invest in implementing your brand promise with style will be paid back in 
customer loyalty.

Profit from smart complementary offers
After you’ve successfully implemented your pass campaign, while you’re already preoccupied with re-
demption rates and measuring effectiveness, your customer probably still has the pass on their mobile 
phone.

Experience has shown that many pass users still keep redeemed passes as mementos weeks after 
the expiry date has elapsed.

This is your chance for an effective after-sales campaign. By sending an additional update signal to 
the user’s mobile phone, we update the pass again, thus enabling the dialogue to continue. That’s 
how a pass customer becomes a returning prospective customer.

The options here range from downloadable videos, to Web links to your best photos, through to a 
successful upsale, for example, if the person in question brings along a friend or colleague next time 
they visit.

PROMOTIONAL COUPONS

In this case, the aim is to motivate users to 
purchase goods or services from specific 
companies by offering special discounts or 
information that they receive via the mobile 
coupon.

PRODUCT VOUCHERS

Here, the voucher itself is the product (usual-
ly paid for in advance) or guarantees receipt 
of the same, as is the case with admission 
tickets, travel tickets or membership cards, 
for example.

REAL-LIFE TIPS
 
At URBAN HOTBED, we always differentiate between two different types of mobile passes:
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PROMOTIONAL COUPONS

Get everyone on board at an early stage
How often have we heard marketing strategists say things like “Staff will be given a detailed briefing 
the day before…”. All you’re doing here is ensuring that when your hard-earned voucher customer 
comes in to redeem their voucher, the first thing they’ll see is the grim face of the sales assistant who 
clearly equates voucher customers with unwelcome additional effort.

For voucher marketing to be successful, it’s absolutely essential that everyone involved gives their full 
backing to the initiative, participates in defining campaign goals and has a say on reasonable costing 
and bonus models at an early stage of the process.

Don’t hide your offer behind numbers and percentages
Avoid abstract statements – there’s no human sense organ for numbers, making them all the more dif-
ficult to exploit for advertising purposes. A “21.5% discount on all espresso-based hot drinks” not only 
sounds cumbersome, but also leaves prospects grasping for a pad and pencil to figure out the maths.

“One free shot of our best Arabica espresso”, on the other hand, not only sends a clear message - 
already conjuring up the virtual scent of coffee in the noses of coffee lovers, but also transmits a good 
“peace-of-mind” feeling to your customers.

Don’t cannibalise your customer’s experience
A pass campaign is only as effective as the increase in the actual perceived value or exclusivity that 
the customer experiences when using the voucher.

Don’t insult the intelligence of your customers with an “exclusive” 5% discount if the first thing to greet 
them when they enter the store is a sign saying “10% Off Everything Today”. 

Mobile passes are a highly valuable and extremely targeted advertising medium which shouldn’t be 
misused for “scatter campaigns” with the same worn-out incentives used over and over again.
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3. REDEMPTION

How a mobile pass can be redeemed largely depends on what it’s going to be used for:

Do you want to verify it by hand or simply scan it in at the till ?
Is it important to check the uniqueness of the pass in the process, or does “the more the merrier” apply 
here ?

During promotions, you’re probably also happy to encounter unexpected new customers; simply allow-
ing them to show the pass to one of your employees to redeem the voucher is then sufficient. Seats in a 
restaurant or a theatre, on the other hand, are usually a one-off, and under no circumstances should that 
pre-ordered birthday present get picked up by the wrong person… 
 

Since mobile passes don’t have any physical characteristics which can be used to check their authentic-
ity, such as the type of paper or security threads, digital signatures and two-factor authentication are used 
instead .

That’s because technical security isn’t a luxury for us - it’s a prerequisite for transaction processing that 
you can trust.

Easy redemp-
tion: with 
our wireless 
scanners that 
you’re also 
welcome to 
hire

OVER TO YOU 

Call us or send us an e-mail  and we shall be happy to come and show you how your company can profit 
from the use of mobile vouchers.

Kind regards,

Bardo N. Nelgen
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